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Interview between Damien Bachelot, art collector, Floriane de Lassée and Nicolas Henry  
on the occasion of the solo show at Musée des Avelines, Saint Cloud (France),  

Floriane de Lassée : Damien, with your wife, you’ve got one of the biggest photographs’s collection in 
France with more than 400 high quality pieces. Nicéphore Niece Museum (Châlon sur Saône) will exhibit 
a part of your collection, eighty photographs has been chosen by François Cheval, the exhibition entitled 
« d’une photographie sous tension » would be open until May, 18th, 2014. I take the liberty to quote 
François Cheval : « the power of Florence and Damien Bachelot’s collection, even its brutality, goes hand 
in hand with a clairvoyance for a « human condition » painting. Empathy has kept in their mind bright and 
intense colour ». 

Damien Bachelot : First of all, I’d like to say that we are impulsive collectors, in a subjective way, we are 
in love with all the pieces that we have patiently chosen. I’ll never say that my subjective look is a 
reference but there is a major « human » interest in our collection, « human » is really emphasised. And a 
« tension » as François Cheval said … 

FDL : From the day we met to today, you bought pieces to each of us and advices us at several occasions. 
Can you tell us why did you support our work ?  

DB : I met Floriance while an exhibition devoted to her work. Those photographs close to abstraction 
because there were up-side-down express a big strength. From « Ciels de Seine » series  , I bought « Le 
Pont de la Concorde ». Even if this piece wasn’t what we have the habit tu buy, we really had a crush for it. 
I met Nicolas in the same time.  

NH : At this time, we were preparing our four-months travel to Africa   and you bought one of my piece 
without telling me which one you would chose … This is almost a year later that you made your decision 
about an unusual and minimal portrait of a Namibian wearing a red costume and floating in a salt 
manufacturing. An image far away from my regular work but which had a lot of success.  

DB : I’m naturally more attracted by Floriane’s work : we can « read » the piece quicker, her work is less 
narrative, less lyrical, less noisy than Nicolas’s. But this is not a question of good or bad, this is a personal 
feeling. In a way, Nicolas’s work could be an interesting language to the general public. What I really love 
in his work is the human project below. There is a social dimension : it confonds the trace let by the 
protagonists in the visited town with the exhibition’s spectators. To stride across the world looking for 
others, seems to be brave and a human attitude to me.  

FDL : As for me, when I met Nicolas, I roamed the world’s megalopolis for years for my project « Inside 
Views ». From one day to the next, while tourning Africa with Nicolas, I was standing in tiny and dusty 
villages in Ethiopia, it was totally confusing ! I had no artistical point of reference ! But I was looking at 
people bringing their huge parcels along the roads that I had the idea of « How much can you carry ? » 
series.  

NH : This discovery wasn’t entirely new. In your « Inside Views » series, this is the human being who gives 
its dimension to the city.  

DB : This meeting undertook a sliding towards each other. In an equal way. This is a strength. You Nicolas 
and you Floriane, you’re trying unalike series and writings. And this endangerment gives to your new 



works, ideas. Like the beautiful Braque’s exhibition where we discover a multitude of periods and 
writings.  

FDL : Finally to get closer and closer each other, is there a risk to be confused ?  

DB : I don’t think so. To me, Floriane you are a « traditional » photographer, you work for years with dark 
chamber, went to graphic design and photography school. Nicolas uses this medium as a plastic artist. 
He comes through theater, using his knowledges about plastic installation, light and staging. This is a 
kind of performance, this is more than just photography. By the way, his huge plastic installation in « Les 
Rencontres d’Arles » enabled to contemplate his work outside the photography.  

NH : During « Les Rencontres d’Arles », I proposed two pieces realised with four pianos and recovered 
wood left in the exhibition’s warehouse. A « church-synagogue-mosque-stupa » was facing an explosion 
of pianos turning it into an air war haunted by characters with broken face. 

DB : Following the look of two artists working together on the same places is really interesting for the 
spectator because he’s git the point of view of each other. That’s also a point of view that I adopted as a 
collector. For exemple bringing face to face two very talented photographs : Saul Leiter and Bruce 
Davidson who worked in the same places, the same streets in New-York from the 60s to the 70s. Leiter 
with his coloured and pictural game, sometimes close from Nicolas de Staël’s work and Bruce Davidson 
« street photographer » with a social back-and-white phtography. 

FDL : There is an other aspect really important in our meeting, this is the complementary of our skills. We 
help each other on each shooting.  

NH : We’re sharing a huge photo studio. That enables to obtain this very pictural aspect in our pictures. 
Sometime it could even question the spectator who is not able to tell if the pictures are real or fake, 
created on a computer. However all the settings and lights are built during the shooting and then the 
finalisation is made with a computer.  

DB : « Photoshop » doesn’t matter. At the beginning of photography, during the XIXe century, Gustave Le 
Gray composed his sea photographs using different pictures. From its beginning, the photography was 
not recognise as an art. You’re the first generation using a computer, it takes time to people to consider a 
new medium as an art. Photography brings a real split with the past. Until the XXe century, the artist was 
someone with a hight technical mastery. He had to be a good craftsperson before hoping to become an 
artist. Today this is not necessary anymore because everyone could take a « worldwide » picture. We 
almost unknown who took Che Guevara portrait, American soldiers sticking the flag or the one depicting 
workers building the Empire State Building in New-York … Then, there is talent : why pictures shot by 
Gilles Caron stand out from the one of the six other photographers present in the same place in the same 
time ? Not to mention Cartier-Bresson whose the look created master-pieces during all his life. With the 
time maybe you’ll reach the talent of these masters. There is a true quality in your work and that’s where 
the unique aspect is. Among the young, we can see almost 90% of ideas copied somewhere. My wife and 
I are always interested in when we discover a real artistic identity.


